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strengths portrait™

SELF EDITION

Ali Khan
FOCUS: role at work

December 10, 2017
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Management training
December 14, 2017

Facilitated By Robert (Bob) Harris
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AMBITIOUS
I am determined to succeed

and to get ahead.

OPEN-TO-CHANGE
I consider different

perspectives, ideas, and
opinions.

OPTION-ORIENTED
I look for and suggest different

ways of doing things.

METHODICAL
I am orderly in action, thought,

and expression.

ANALYTICAL
I dissect and digest whatever is

going on.

PRINCIPLED
I follow certain rules of right

conduct.

FLEXIBLE
I act in whatever manner is
appropriate at the moment.

SUPPORTIVE
I give encouragement and help

to others.

HELPFUL
I give assistance to others who

are in need.

ADAPTABLE
I adjust readily to new or

modified conditions.

CARING
I concern myself with the

well-being of others.

LOYAL
I remain faithful to the

commitments I make to others.

FAIR
I act justly, equitably, and

impartially.

TOLERANT
I respect differences, even

when I don't agree.

SELF-CONFIDENT
I believe in my own powers and

strengths.

INCLUSIVE
I bring people together in order

to reach consensus.

PERSUASIVE
I urge, influence, and convince

others.

TRUSTING
I place my faith in others.

DEVOTED
I am dedicated to some people,

activities, or purposes.

QUICK-TO-ACT
I get things started without

delay.

COMPETITIVE
I strive to win against others.

MODEST
I play down what I am capable

of doing.

CAUTIOUS
I am careful to make sure of

what is going on.

PERSEVERING
I maintain the same course of

action despite obstacles.

RISK-TAKING
I take chances on losses in

pursuit of high gains.

RESERVED
I practice self-restraint in
expressing thoughts and

feelings.

SOCIABLE
I engage easily in group

conversations and activities.

FORCEFUL
I act with conviction, power, and

drive.

SCORING TABLE

40 35 34 31
Hub Blue Green Red

Each Strength fits best in one of four groups. Your
column totals show the relative priority you give each

group.

Blue = People
Red = Performance

Green = Process
Hub = Perspective
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TOP STRENGTHS (Lines 9-7)
The combination of strengths you ranked at the top of your portrait 
are most like you. They may represent:

n Strengths you use frequently and effectively.
n Strengths that others recognize and appreciate in you.
n Strengths that you might overdo in some situations. 

MIDDLE STRENGTHS (Lines 6-4)
Strengths you ranked in the middle lines of your portrait may represent:

n Supporting strengths - those that help you use your top  
strengths more effectively.

n Secondary strengths - those that you feel comfortable using  
in situations where your top strengths are already satisfied.

n Borrowed strengths - those that you choose intentionally  
to meet the needs of specific situations. 

Typically, the closer to the top these strengths are, the more they are 
relied on as support or situational tools. Those closer to the bottom 
may hold greater opportunities for skill development and increased 
personal effectiveness.

BOTTOM STRENGTHS (Lines 3-1) 
The combination of strengths you ranked at the bottom of your 
portrait are least like you. They may represent:

n Strengths you avoid or neglect.
n Strengths you tend to perceive negatively when used by others.
n Strengths you feel compelled to use in some situations. 

While it may be difficult to use some of the strengths near the bottom, 
sometimes these strengths can be used productively  
or used simply to avoid a negative outcome.

The Placement of Your Strengths

This Strengths Portrait produces a picture of your strengths—
behaviors or traits that affirm the self-worth of yourself and others. 
Your portrait shows how you value and use your strengths in 
relationships. It helps you think about the way they work together 
and how they connect to your motives.

With greater awareness of your strengths, you can make better 
choices, which will increase your interpersonal effectiveness. 

How You Ranked Your Strengths:

Ali Khan
FOCUS: role at work

AMBITIOUS–9
OPEN-TO-CHANGE–8
OPTION-ORIENTED–8

METHODICAL–7
ANALYTICAL–7
PRINCIPLED–7

FLEXIBLE–6
SUPPORTIVE–6

HELPFUL–6
ADAPTABLE–6

CARING–6

LOYAL–5
FAIR–5

TOLERANT–5
SELF-CONFIDENT–5

INCLUSIVE–5
PERSUASIVE–5

TRUSTING–4
DEVOTED–4

QUICK-TO-ACT–4
COMPETITIVE–4

MODEST–4

CAUTIOUS–3
PERSEVERING–3
RISK-TAKING–3
RESERVED–2
SOCIABLE–2
FORCEFUL–1
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Each strength fits best in one of four groups. Your scores show the relative priority you give to each group.

How to Borrow a Strength: FDIC
While you may have an idea about which strength to use in a situation, it can sometimes be difficult to think of exactly how to 
use that strength. Any time you decide to borrow a strength, consider these four variables:

Frequency Is this a strength that you want (or another person wants you) to use more often?

Duration Could you be more effective with a strength if you stay with it longer and give it more time to work?

Intensity Would this strength work better for you if you use it more vigorously, with greater commitment and passion?

Context Is timing of the essence? Are there specific places or circumstances when other strengths would be a better choice?

Ali’s Strengths Portrait Scores

GROUP HUB BLUE GREEN RED

PRIORITY Perspective People Process Performance

TYPICAL
OUTCOME

Strengths that generate
consensus and promote
adaptability

Strengths that are helpful and
promote the welfare of others

Strengths that establish and
maintain logical order

Strengths that focus on action
and accomplish results

SDI REFERENCE Flexible-Cohering MVS Altruistic-Nurturing MVS Analytic-Autonomizing MVS Assertive-Directing MVS

40 35 34 31
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